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ABSTRACT: We report two new circularly polarized luminescence (CPL)-active
lanthanide complexes emissive in the near-infrared (NIR) region; using sphenol as
a supporting ligand, we provide the first reported example of an NIR-emissive
lanthanide complex supported by a chiral spirane. Inclusion of a quaternary carbon
to impart axial chirality results in dramatic augmentation of the CPL strength of
the resultant sphenolate complexes (glum ≤ 0.77 for [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6])
compared to that of their contemporary biaryl-based axially chiral analogues (glum
≤ 0.47 for [(binol)3ErNa3(thf)6]). Despite similar structural parameters, the rigid
spiro carbon of sphenol enables the strongest dissymmetry factors observed to date
from Shibasaki-type complexes for both Yb and Er. We also demonstrate the
sensitivity of the reported chiroptical measurements to small variations in instrumental parameters, such as bandpass, and suggest a
standardized method or at least that additional detail should be included in future reports to allow for direct comparisons between
newly published CPL emitters.

■ INTRODUCTION
The efficient generation of circularly polarized (CP) light has
been of considerable interest of late, and its application has
already provided advances in the fields of spintronic devices,1,2

enhanced security inks,3 circularly polarized luminescence
(CPL) microscopy4 and in the production of a new generation
of 3-dimensional displays.5 Conversion of traditional light
sources into circularly polarized light is energy-inefficient; for
broad-scale application, the development of faster detection
methods6 and better means of direct emission, through
circularly polarized luminescence (CPL), are both areas of
intense interest.7−11 Regarding the latter, due to their favorable
photophysical properties, emissive members of the lanthanide
series have so far been the most successful at the efficient
generation of high-purity circularly polarized light. Both the
emitters with the strongest overall dissymmetry factor12 (a
measure of CP emission purity, defined as 2 × (IL − IR)/(IL +
IR) = glum)

13 and CPL brightness (a measure of overall CPL
intensity, defined as 1/2 ε × Φf × glum = BCPL)

14,15 are visibly
emissive lanthanide complexes.
Recently, new CPL applications in the field of fiber-optic

telecommunications have been uncovered. The near-infrared
(NIR) region, particularly that centered around 1550 nm, is
favorable for this purpose due to the low transmission loss of
traditional fiber-optic cables in this region.16 Development of
strong CPL emitters in this region could result in advances in
data transmission rates due to the added chiroptical
information available. For this purpose, the lanthanide erbium
has been targeted due to its very favorable transition type,17

even among the lanthanides, and its emission window in the
1450−1650 nm region. Additionally, the development of CPL-
active emitters in other parts of the NIR region is also desired
due to emerging applications in medical imaging.4,18−25

Very few examples of CPL-active emitters in the far NIR
region (>1200 nm) have been reported. Zinna, Di Bari, and
co-workers have previously reported that pyridine-bisoxazoline
could generate CPL emission from Er,26 with good circular
polarization but only modest brightness (glum = 0.33, BCPL =
0.7 M−1 cm−1; although these values are not directly
comparable, see below). We also reported two other examples
of CPL activity from Er, first from the binolate-supported
(Figure 1) erbium-containing Shibasaki complex [(bino-
l)3ErNa3(thf)6],

27 which achieved stronger BCPL and glum
values of 57.3 M−1 cm−1 and 0.47, respectively. The
dissymmetry factor of this system could be further improved
by slight alteration of the ligand in an attempt to modulate its
electric dipole and improve coupling, though at the expense of
overall brightness, as shown by the values obtained by the
vanol-supported analogue [(vanol)3ErNa3(thf)6] (glum = 0.64,
BCPL = 19.5 M−1 cm−1, measured in the same conditions as the
binol analogue).28 This trade-off between strong glum and
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diminished brightness has also been observed in the CsEr-
(hfbc)4 system, recently reported by Di Bari and co-workers,

29

which achieves glum = 0.83, the highest reported dissymmetry
factor to date in the NIR region, but with a brightness of
0.017−0.578 M−1 cm−1. The low quantum yield of the system
is likely due to weak sensitization by the supporting
chromophore, presumably due to less-than-ideal placement
of the ligand’s triplet energy level.
We note that in lanthanides (and likely actinides) as well as

chromium,30,31 overlapping CPL signals of opposite signs can
often be observed. In those cases, dissymmetry factor values
(and thus BCPL) significantly depend on experimental setups
(as demonstrated below). Due to a lack of experimental
transparency in the reports cited above, the values and
comparisons discussed above provide valuable insights but
must be considered with caution.
Most Shibasaki-type complexes reported to date depend on

an axially chiral ligand utilizing a sterically hindered biaryl
system to impart chirality, as is the case in both the binol and
vanol ligands previously discussed. However, we have
previously observed that significant improvement in CPL
metrics could be obtained when a ligand whose chirality arises
from a rigid spiro carbon. Our group has reported a pair of
Shibasaki-type complexes supported by phenolate chromo-
phores, which are more suitable for sensitization of lanthanides
emitting in the visible region. First, a reduced H8-binolate
ligand was used to generate CPL-active complexes achieving a
glum value of up to 0.44 for [(H8-binol)3TbNa3(thf)6],
corresponding to a BCPL of 782 M−1 cm−1.32 In an effort to
further improve these metrics, we subsequently reported
analogues supported by spinol, a chiral spirane.33 This
modification resulted in an augmentation of the glum values
of the analogous complex [(spinol)3TbNa3(thf)6] to 0.53,
presumably due to the increased rigidity provided by the
conformationally locked quaternary carbon. Due to a
drastically increased quantum yield resulting from more
favorable sensitization energetics, the BCPL value also increased
to 3,760 M−1 cm−1, making this compound the brightest CPL
emitters of any type reported to date.
To further improve the CPL metrics attainable in the NIR

region, we sought to generate NIR-emissive lanthanide
complexes supported by a chiral spirane to determine if

further CPL augmentation can be obtained, as in the case of
H8-binol/spinol. Sphenol, a spinol-analogue containing a
naphthol chromophore, has been previously reported for use
in asymmetric catalysis.34 No coordination chemistry has been
reported for sphenol with any metals, but we hypothesized that
its similarity to both binol and spinol may allow generation of
these complexes by similar methods. We thus selected sphenol
as a candidate for investigation to determine if coordination
with the lanthanides is possible and if further improvement of
the CPL metrics in these systems can be achieved.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Complex Characterization. Synthesis of

the sphenol ligand has been reported previously;34 in our
hands, yields were considerably lower than reported and minor
modifications were made to compensate. Full experimental
details for the ligand synthesis are provided in the Supporting
Information.
With the ligand in hand, we assessed the possibility for the

generation of a Shibasaki-type complex in coordination with
the lanthanides. To clarify interpretation of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectra, first attempts were made using the
trivalent, diamagnetic metal yttrium, a similarly sized analogue
for the later lanthanides, as the target NIR-emissive lanthanides
are paramagnetic. Reacting three equivalents of the ligand in
tetrahydrofuran solution with a mixture of one equivalent of
YCl3 and six equivalents of the base sodium hexamethyldisi-
lazide (NaHMDS) for 4 h at room temperature (Scheme 1)

resulted in a turbid solution due to the precipitation of the
sodium chloride byproduct. Filtering this suspension allowed
for isolation of the tris-homoleptic lanthanide complex
[(sphenol)3YNa3(thf)6] as a white solid after removal of the
volatiles under reduced pressure.
NMR spectra of this complex collected from d3-acetonitrile

solutions (Figure 2) show only a single set of ligand
resonances, indicating expected D3 symmetry. The loss of
the broad singlet visible in the free ligand spectrum at ca. 6.0
ppm was indicative of successful deprotonation of the ligand by
NaHMDS in situ. Minor shifting of the ligand peaks occurs on
complexation and is highlighted in Figure 2. In all cases, broad
resonances from a minor species of similar symmetry were also
present, visible in Figure 2 as small peaks at 6.45 and 7.45 ppm.
These are discussed in more detail in later sections and in the
Supporting Information.

Figure 1. Reported axially chiral Shibasaki-type ligands for the
generation of CPL-active lanthanide complexes.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of tris- Homoleptic Sphenol-Supported
Lanthanide Complexes, [((S)-Sphenol)3LnNa3(thf)6], Ln =
Y, Er, Yba

aThe synthesis of the enantiomeric complexes was conducted
identically.
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The same method was used to synthesize the emissive
analogues, starting from the appropriate lanthanide trichloride
salt. While paramagnetically shifted, the obtained 1H NMR
spectra (Figure 2) each have at most seven peaks present,
indicating that the D3 symmetry is conserved despite the slight
change in metal size. Identically to the yttrium complex, small
diamagnetic impurities resembling the free ligand are present
in the 6−8 ppm region.
Luminescence and Chiroptical Properties. With the

complexes in hand, we were able to characterize their
chiroptical properties. The absorbance spectra of both
complexes (Figures S8 and S9) display only the expected
absorbance in the ultraviolet (UV) region consistent with the π
→ π* transition internal to the ligand’s chromophore. The
[(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6] complexes were found to be CD-
active on this absorption transition with |gabs| ≤ 2.2 × 10−3.
The spectra were found to be mirror images, as expected for a
pair of enantiomeric complexes (Figure 3).
The [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6] complexes are luminescent on

excitation at 365 nm and display the typical sharp emission
profile for an Yb emitter, with an emission maximum at 973
nm in the NIR region. The quantum yield of the complex was
recorded by comparison to previously reported [(bino-
l)3YbNa3(thf)6] (Φf = 0.17 in tetrahydrofuran)23 and
measured as weaker at 0.075 under identical conditions.

Lifetime measurements were also performed and are discussed
in later sections. More details regarding these photophysical
measurements are available in the Supporting Information.
Circularly polarized luminescence spectra were collected

from 10−4 M solutions of the [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6]
complexes in THF (Figure 4) on excitation by a fixed

wavelength 380 nm LED. The dissymmetry factors at 972 nm
(the 0′ → 0 transition) were recorded at |glum| ≤ 0.22, slightly
stronger than both [(vanol)3YbNa3(thf)6] (|glum| ≤ 0.21) and
[(binol)3YbNa3(thf)6] (|glum| ≤ 0.17). These measurements
were done under identical experimental conditions, allowing
for direct comparisons. The lower energy, less emissive Stark
levels were also found to be CPL-active with comparable
magnitude of |glum| ≤ 0.14, peaking at 1065 nm. Weak CPL
activity was observed for the higher energy stark level with |
glum| ≤ 0.05 at 950 nm. The overall shape of the CPL spectrum
generally mimics that of [(vanol)3YbNa3(thf)6], having a
trisignate shape at wavelengths less than 1065 nm. The vanol
spectrum (Figure S24) does feature an additional sign
inversion on the Stark level centered at 1080 nm, which is
not present in the spectra from [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6], likely
due to overlap of adjacent levels due to the significant shifting
of the later stark levels, which can be ascribed to changes in the
crystal field splitting. The quantum yield and dissymmetry
factor, together with the measured extinction coefficient of

Figure 2. (top) Comparison of the 1H NMR spectra of
[(sphenol)3YNa3(thf)6] before and after complexation, collected
from solutions in d3-acetonitrile. See also Figures S1−S6. (center)
Map of proton resonances for assignment. (bottom) 1H NMR spectra
of the paramagnetic, emissive lanthanide complexes, collected from
solutions in d3-acetonitrile. Resonances arising from the paramagnetic
complexes are marked. See also Figures S1−S6. Proton assignments
for each resonance are discussed in more detail both later in this paper
and in the SI.

Figure 3. Circular dichroism spectra of [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6],
collected from 4.3 × 10−5 M solutions in tetrahydrofuran. [((R)-
sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6] is traced in red, and its enantiomer is traced in
blue. Absorption spectrum presented as a black trace in the
background. Bandpass: 1.0 nm. See also Figure S22 for the analogous
plot for [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6].

Figure 4. ΔI (IL − IR) CPL plot normalized to glum for
[(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6], collected from 2.3 × 10−4 M solutions in
tetrahydrofuran. The CPL spectrum of [((R)-sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6]
is traced in red, and its enantiomer is traced in blue. Inset with a plot
at 20× magnification. Total emission traced in gray in the
background. See Figures S15−S17 for additional CPL plots.
Excitation at 380 nm, bandpass 1.0 nm.
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17,820 M−1 cm−1, equate to a BCPL value of 146.3 M−1 cm−1.
We have recently proposed an alternate method of calculating
BCPL, which accounts for closely spaced peaks of opposite CPL
sign within the same transition,29 and according to this
formula, the BCPL value is reduced to 66.0 M−1 cm−1 (See
Table 1).
The two highest reported glum values for Yb emitters to date

are (TMA)(H3O)[Yb2(S-BTHP)4] (|glum| ≤ 0.81)31 and
CsYb(hfbc)4 (|glum| ≤ 0.38).11,25 To date, our group has also
published two CPL-active Yb complexes with glum varying from
0.17 to 0.21 and BCPL from 122.3 to 379 M−1 cm−1; of our
three D3 symmetrical examples, sphenol displays slightly
stronger circular polarization strength but remains limited in
brightness due to its diminished molar absorptivity and
quantum yield. Possibly due to symmetry considerations, the
D3 symmetrical Yb Shibasaki complexes have yet to approach
the CPL magnitude of the C4 examples CsYb(hfbc)4 and
(TMA)(H3O)[Yb2(S-BTHP)4]. Despite this, all of these Yb
emitters are well placed within the optical transparency
window of tissue and therefore may enable the design of
derivatives for use as optical probes in vivo. The emission
profile of Yb is less suitable, however, for use in fiber-optic
telecommunications, another desirable application for NIR
CPL, for which CPL-active Er complexes are preferred.
The [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6] complexes were also found to

be luminescent on excitation at 380 nm, displaying the typical
emission spectrum of Er in the NIR region, much deeper into
the region with an emission maximum at 1545 nm. Quantum
yield measurements were recorded for [(spheno-
l)3ErNa3(thf)6] from dilute solutions in tetrahydrofuran,
comparing against the reference [(binol)3ErNa3(thf)6] (ΦF =
0.0058 in tetrahydrofuran)23 and, like the Yb sphenolate
analogue, were found to be slightly weaker at 0.0028. The
weaker relative emission strength in both cases is likely due to
increased vibrational quenching from additional C−H bonds
present in the saturated ligand backbone as compared to
unsaturated binol.
Circularly polarized luminescence spectra were collected

from 10−4 M solutions of the [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
complexes in THF (Figure 5) on excitation by a fixed
wavelength 380 nm LED. As previously observed with
[(vanol)3ErNa3(thf)6], the higher energy stark level centered
at 1460 nm demonstrated no significant CPL activity.
However, the adjacent levels at 1545 and 1570 nm showed
strong CPL activity of the opposite sign; the former (the 0′ →
0 transition) measuring |glum| ≤ 0.77 and the latter ≤0.35. The
Er analogue was found to have an extinction coefficient of
19,060 M−1 cm−1, affording an overall BCPL of 20.7 M−1cm−1

(see also Table 1). Our obtained BCPL value is marginally

higher than that of [(vanol)3ErNa3(thf)6] (19.5 M−1 cm−1), as
well as the non-Shibasaki-type Er complexes supported by
pyridine-bisoxazoline (0.7 M−1 cm−1) and CsEr(hfbc)4 (0.58
M−1cm−1). Despite the significantly increased glum value,
[(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6] has a lower extinction coefficient
and quantum efficiency than those of the previously reported
binolate analogues, resulting in a lower overall BCPL value (57.3
M−1 cm−1 for [(binol)3ErNa3(thf)6]). A similar trade-off is also
observed in our prior work on [(vanol)3ErNa3(thf)6]. Further
synthetic efforts to optimize both glum and BCPL simultaneously
are still required to maximize all metrics to increase practical
usability. For the sphenol system, by our previously proposed
alternate method of BCPL calculation, we instead find a LnBCPL
value of 16.5 M−1cm−1 (see also Table 1).
The emission strength afforded by [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]

modest quantum yield allowed for collection of the spectrum
with a bandpass of 10 nm; this turned out to be advantageous,
as an increase to a bandpass of 26 nm results in blending of the
opposite signals and a measurable |glum| value of only 0.65 and
0.25, at 1545 and 1570 nm, respectively. Subsequently, the
BCPL values of the complex were reduced to 17.3 M−1 cm−1

and, by our alternate method, 13.7 M−1 cm−1. We have
observed that even slight changes to the experimental setup,
such as altered bandpass, can have significant impacts on the
emission line widths and CPL intensity, likely due to blending
of neighboring Stark levels of an opposite CPL sign. This
implies that any meaningful direct comparisons between
systems will require a detailed disclosure of the experimental
setup. The comparison of values from other groups, akin to
those made in our manuscripts and others,15,29,35,36 can
provide a general trend but must be interpreted with caution.

Table 1. Tabulated CPL Brightness Metrics for All Published NIR-Emissive Shibasaki-Type Analogues

Ln complex Λ (nm) ε (M−1 cm−1) ΦF glum BCPL (M−1 cm−1) LnBCPL
29 (M−1 cm−1)

[(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
b 1540 19,060 0.0028 0.77 20.7 16.5

[(vanol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
28,b 1540 12,900 0.0048 0.64 19.5 11.5

[(binol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
27,b 1540 42,000 0.0058 0.47 57.3 22.1

[(binol)3Er(TMGH)3]
29 1545 59,279 2 × 10−6 0.29 0.017 -a

[(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6]
b 973 17,820 0.075 0.22 146.3 66.0

[(vanol)3YbNa3(thf)6]
28,b 975 11,500 0.101 0.21 122.3 38.8

[(binol)3YbNa3(thf)6]
27,b 975 26,000 0.17 0.17 379 160.0

[(binol)3Yb(TMGH)3]
29 954 -a -a 0.066 -a -a

aTo our knowledge, these data have not been published, and thus, these metrics are not available for comparison. bThese bolded values were
collected under identical experimental conditions and, therefore, are directly comparable to one another.

Figure 5. ΔI (IL − IR) CPL plot normalized to glum for
[(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6], collected from 1.5 × 10−4 M solutions in
tetrahydrofuran. The CPL spectrum of [((R)-sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
is traced in red, and its enantiomer is traced in blue. Total emission
traced in gray in the background. See Figures S18 and S20 for
additional CPL plots. Excitation at 380 nm, bandpass 10 nm.
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We have endeavored to include as much information about the
experimental setup as possible in Supporting Information for
this work and have included footnotes on all values in Table 1,
which is directly comparable, owing to their identical collection
conditions. We suggest that, to enable direct comparisons
between complexes in the future, an equivalent experimental
setup be used, or at the least that an equivalent level of
experimental detail accompanies future publications of CPL-
active complexes.
Computational Structural Analysis. To help explain the

strong CPL activity, we sought to measure structural
parameters to compare them to other similar complexes.
Unfortunately, confirmation that these complexes are isostruc-
tural in the solid state could not be obtained through X-ray
diffraction (XRD), as in the present case, suitable quality
crystals were not able to be grown. The high symmetry of the
NMR spectra acquired from the complexes indicates that they
retain the expected D3 symmetry in solution, as observed in
other Shibasaki-type lanthanide complexes; this, in addition to
the high degree of similarity between the emission and
chiroptical spectra of the [(sphenol)3LnNa3(thf)6] complexes
and their vanol and binol analogues (see Figure S24), indicates
they likely have similar solution-state structures. This was also
the case in our previously reported spirane-supported
complexes [(spinol)3LnNa3(thf)6], which are structurally
similar to those of [(H8-binol)3LnNa3(thf)6] in the solid
state and have nearly identical emission patterns in solution.
The [(sphenol)3LnNa3(thf)6] stoichiometry was also further
corroborated by using elemental analysis.
As an alternative to XRD, to assess the ligand configuration

about the lanthanide center, an optimized coordination
geometry was computed for [(sphenol)3LuNa3(thf)6] by
using density functional theory (DFT) methods and the
ORCA 5.0.4 software suite. Lutetium was chosen due to its
trivalent cation being closed-shell, as open-shell species are
known to cause significant challenges for SCF convergence37

while retaining a similar size to the CPL-active erbium and
ytterbium centers. The B3LYP functional, further augmented
by Grimme’s D3 dispersion corrections and Becke-Johnson
damping,38,39 was used alongside ZORA relativistic meth-
ods.40,41 Lutetium, sodium, and the chelating oxygen atoms
were all treated using Ahlrich’s triple-ζ def2-tzvp basis set
augmented with polarization, while the remainder of the ligand
backbone employed the double-ζ def2-svp basis set.42 The
calculation also included the solution-phase solvation model
CPCM to compensate for solvent effects from solvating
tetrahydrofuran.43 Similar methods have been used previously
to estimate the solution-state structures of NIR-emissive
lanthanide complexes.26 After geometry optimization, the
output structure was subjected to single-point vibrational
analysis to confirm the absence of residual imaginary
vibrational modes, indicating that the output had reached a
minimum on the potential energy surface. For more details on
the computational methods, see the Supporting Information
(Figure S25, Tables S5 and S6).
To confirm that the computed [(sphenol)3LuNa3(thf)6]

structure was a suitable stand-in for the CPL-active para-
magnetic analogues, we first sought to correlate the computed
experimental properties with those measured from the Yb and
Er analogues. The presence of a paramagnetic metal center in
organolanthanide complexes typically causes extreme shifting
and broadening of NMR resonances, which confounds
interpretation of their NMR spectra; however, some

techniques are available to glean more solution-state structural
information through NMR. When in proximity to a para-
magnetic center, strong spin-electron paramagnetic interac-
tions become the dominant means of magnetic relaxation and
usually result in drastically decreased T1 relaxation times for
protons relatively close to the metal center.44 The degree of T1
shortening is known to be highly distance sensitive and
proportional to 1/r6, with r being the distance from the
unpaired electron to the observed nucleus. Brachais and co-
workers have exploited comparisons between relative M−H
distances obtained from T1 relaxation studies and those
measured from solid-state crystal structures to assign
resonances in the NMR spectrum.45

In the absence of solid-state data, we instead compared the
distances calculated from our geometry-optimized structure to
those estimated from T1 relaxation times and found they were
in reasonable agreement (average %error 5.5% for Yb and
11.0% for Er), despite the slight change to the metal size (see
Figure S7). Using this information, we were able to provide
assignments for all of the 1H NMR resonances shown in Figure
2. For most resonances, on changing from Yb to the more
paramagnetic Er, the degree of paramagnetic shifting roughly
doubles in magnitude, which is consistent with their relative
magnetic moments (as calculated by Hund and Van Vleck,
4.50 and 9.60 for Yb and Er, respectively).46,47 The exception
to this trend is resonance 1, which by the process of
elimination can be assigned to the proton ortho to the
chelating oxygen, which displays both unexpectedly small
shifting intensity as well as inversion of the shift direction on
changing the central metal from Yb to Er (+148 and −71 ppm,
respectively). Similar effects have previously been observed by
Parker and co-workers, in which breakdown of the traditional
distance dependence in T1 values occurs for protons in very
close proximity to metals displaying uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy (such as Er and Yb).48

Given the reasonable DFT/T1 distance correlation,
indication of the expected D3 symmetry by 1H NMR,
confirmation of [(sphenol)3LnNa3(thf)6] stoichiometry by
EA, and similar experimental properties to the prior published
Shibasaki-type complexes, we posit that our DFT geometry-
optimized Lu structure is a suitable point of comparison
between the sphenolate complexes and other Shibasaki-type
complexes. Looking more closely at the optimized sphenol
structure, despite the small change in the size of the central
metal, the optimized sphenol structure (Figure 6) was found to
be largely similar to the previously reported [(bino-
l)3YbNa3(thf)6] and [(vanol)3YbNa3(thf)6] complexes. The
only exception is that [(sphenol)3LuNa3(thf)6] has a
significantly larger torsion angle between the two planes of
the naphthol chromophores (∼97°), unlike the biaryl variants
in which this angle can compress to 63−65° through rotation
around the sterically hindered single bond. In the case of
sphenol, this effect can be ascribed to the increased ligand
rigidity provided by the conformationally locked spiro carbon,
from which the axial chirality of sphenol arises.
This increased rigidity is also likely the source of the

augmented glum relative to that of the binolate complexes
despite their otherwise similar distortion parameters (see Table
S2). We have previously observed the same effect when
comparing complexes derived from the axially chiral biaryl
ligand H8-binol ([(H8-binol)3TbNa3(thf)6], glum up to 0.32) to
those supported by their spirane analogue spinol ([(spi-
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nol)3TbNa3(thf)6], glum up to 0.53), both of which have been
used to generate CPL in the visible region.32,33

Ligand Stability. During the synthesis of the complexes,
we noted that the reaction yields varied significantly between
batches, particularly in cases where the reaction time was
elongated or when the reaction was not protected from light.
During photoirradiation of a sample for 20 h, the lanthanide
luminescence intensity slowly diminished and the solutions
were noted to take on a blueish hue over time, visible in the
absorbance spectrum as the rise of an absorbance peak at ca.
630 nm (see Figures S10 and S11). This decomposition
product is also the source of the minor extraneous NMR peaks
previously mentioned and visible in Figure 2 (see also Figure
S12). This decomposition may also account for the difficulty in
growing single crystals of this complex. All efforts to identify
the decomposition product failed, but additional experimental
data is available in the Supporting Information.
Likely due to this presumed in situ decomposition of the

ligand, the luminescence lifetimes of both [(spheno-
l)3ErNa3(thf)6] and [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6] do not fit well
to a monoexponential decay pattern, indicating there is likely
more than one species present in solution (Figures S13 and
S14).49 Luminescence decay data was collected from dilute
solutions in tetrahydrofuran at room temperature with
concentrations of 1.1 × 10−5 M for [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
and 3.1 × 10−6 M for [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6]. The
concentration for the former was slightly increased to account
for its much weaker luminescence quantum yield. Data from
both most closely modeled as two superimposed exponential
decay functions, indicating there are at least two species in
solution.50 [(sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6] displayed emission with
lifetimes of 11.6 and 108 μs, while [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]
measured at 2.8 and 279 μs. The former of each of these values
is similar to previously reported complexes of each respective
emissive metal, particularly other examples of Shibasaki-type
complexes, while the latter are exceptionally long in both cases
and may arise from a partially decomposed complex forming in
situ.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have reported the third member of a series of NIR-CPL-
active complexes of the form [(“di-naphthol”)LnNa3(THF)6],
otherwise known as Shibasaki-type complexes. In this instance,
we applied sphenol as a supporting ligand to, for the first time,
integrate a quaternary spiro carbon for the induction of NIR-
CPL activity. As is also the case for our previously reported
spinolate complexes for visible CPL, sphenol enables improved
CPL strength over all other reported Shibasaki-type complexes
emitting in this region, likely due to increased rigidity
compared to the more commonly employed sterically hindered
biaryl-based ligands.
For practical purposes, erbium is of particular interest for

many applications, as its emission window lies in the highly
sought-after telecom-C band and increased chiroptical purity
can only be beneficial for future utility in telecommunications.
The CPL augmentation provided by the inclusion of a chiral
spirane ligand is most evident for [(sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6] (|
glum| ≤ 0.77, BCPL = 20.7 M−1 cm−1) whose glum is among the
highest reported in the NIR region to date.
While this ligand platform enables augmented glum metrics,

its brightness remains limited by modest quantum yields and
molar absorptivity metrics. Additionally, we have identified
that a low torsion angle between the biaryl moieties was a
synthetic design limit, evidenced by the appreciably unstable
nature of sphenol under Lewis acidic conditions, including
when complexed to a lanthanide metal. Further synthetic work
that can maximize glum, quantum yield, and molar absorptivity
while improving stability should thus be facilitated with that
knowledge.
Finally, we have demonstrated high sensitivity of the

reported chiroptical measurements to even small variations in
instrumental parameters, such as the bandpass. We suggest that
in all future publications of CPL-active complexes either the
same bandpass is consistently used or at least full experimental
disclosure should be included to allow for better comparisons
between newly published CPL emitters.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Methods. All synthetic manipulations were

performed under an anhydrous atmosphere of nitrogen using standard
Schlenk techniques unless otherwise stated. Storage and manipu-
lations were performed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox equipped with an
atmospheric purification train, in which oxygen and water levels were
kept constantly below 2 ppm. Full experimental details for the
determination of all photophysical metrics are provided in the
Supporting Information.
Sphenol was prepared according to literature methods.30 Full

experimental details are given in the Supporting Information.
Synthetic Methods. [((S)-Sphenol)3YNa3(thf)6]�General Pro-

cedure. To a 20 mL vial was added 4 mg of YCl3 (20 μmol) as a solid,
followed by a magnetic stir bar and 2 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF),
and then the mixture was stirred 10 min to dissolve. To a separate 4
mL vial was added 23 mg NaHMDS (125 μmol, 6 equiv), followed by
2 mL THF to dissolve. This solution of base was then added dropwise
to the stirring metal salt. An additional 2 mL THF was used to rinse
the vial to ensure complete transfer, then the mixture is again stirred
for 10 min. The 20 mL vial was then tightly wrapped with aluminum
foil to keep its contents under dark. To a separate 4 mL vial was then
added 22 mg of (S)-sphenol (62 μmol, 3 equiv), followed by 2 mL of
THF to dissolve. The ligand solution was added dropwise to the
stirring metal salt, and then the resulting reaction mixture was stirred
in the dark for 4 h at room temperature. Upon completion, the turbid
reaction mixture was filtered through a 2 cm pad of Celite loaded in a
pipet to remove the NaCl byproduct, followed by removal of the

Figure 6. Top-down view of the DFT-optimized structure of
[(sphenol)3LuNa3(thf)6]. Sodium-bound tetrahydrofuran molecules
and hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. An equatorial view
of the distorted-octahedral Lutetium coordination polyhedron is
shown on the right. See also Figure S23. Computational inputs and
tables of output coordinates can be found in the SI as Tables S3 and
S4.
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volatiles under reduced pressure, to afford 30 mg of the title
compound (18 μmol, 90%) as a white solid.

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ 7.68 (q, J = 8.8 Hz, 4H), 7.54 (t, J
= 5.3 Hz, 2H), 6.96 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 4H), 3.12−2.99 (m, 2H), 2.71 (dt,
J = 16.4, 3.9 Hz, 2H), 1.94−1.86 (m, 2H), 1.54 (dt, J = 13.4, 4.3 Hz,
2H). Elemental Anal. C99H102YNa3O12 Calc’d: C, 72.43%; H, 6.26%.
Found: C, 71.15%; H, 6.15%.
[((R)-Sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6]. Synthesized according to the general

procedure, above, using 2.5 mg YbCl3 (8.9 μmol), 10 mg NaHMDS
(55 μmol, 6 equiv), and 9 mg (R)-sphenol (25 μmol, 3 equiv) to
afford 13 mg of the title compound as a light yellow solid (7.6 μmol,
85%).

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ 150.68, 42.86, 15.20, −8.61,
−11.41, −16.04, −30.81. Elemental Anal. C99H102YbNa3O12 Calc’d:
C, 68.90%; H, 5.96%. Found: C, 69.07%; H, 6.01%.
[((S)-Sphenol)3YbNa3(thf)6]. Synthesized according to the general

procedure, above, using 4.3 mg YbCl3 (15 μmol), 16 mg NaHMDS
(87 μmol, 6 equiv), and 16 mg (S)-sphenol (45 μmol, 3 equiv) to
afford 19 mg of the title compound as a light yellow solid (11 μmol,
73%).

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ 150.51, 42.72, 15.16, −8.56,
−11.36, −15.94, and −30.66. Elemental Anal. C99H102YbNa3O12
Calc’d: C, 68.90%; H, 5.96%. Found: C, 68.95%; H, 5.99%.
[((R)-Sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]. Synthesized according to the general

procedure, above, using 2.5 mg ErCl3 (9.1 μmol), 10 mg NaHMDS
(55 μmol, 6 equiv), and 9 mg (R)-sphenol (25 μmol, 3 equiv) to
afford 6 mg of the title compound as a pale pink solid (3.5 μmol,
38%).

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ 75.13, 22.17, −4.83, −19.44,
−24.13, −31.48, −60.49. Elemental Anal. C99H102ErNa3O12 Calc’d:
C, 69.13%; H, 5.98%. Found: C, 68.91%; H, 5.99%.
[((S)-Sphenol)3ErNa3(thf)6]. Synthesized according to the general

procedure, above, using 5 mg ErCl3 (18 μmol), 20 mg NaHMDS
(109 μmol, 6 equiv), and 19 mg (S)-sphenol (54 μmol, 3 equiv) to
afford 23 mg of the title compound as a pale pink solid (13 μmol,
72%).

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ: 74.86, 22.16, −4.84, −19.47,
−24.14, −31.54, −60.58. Elemental Anal. C99H102ErNa3O12 Calc’d:
C, 69.13%; H, 5.98%. Found: C, 69.00%; H, 5.97%.
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